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From studies of the effects of drugs on a gamut of physiological regulations
or upon the diseased organism, modern pharmacology has increasingly
turned to investigations of drug effects on discrete biochemical systems and
their intrinsic control mechanisms at the level of ultrastructure. It seems
apparent that drugs also affect mechanisms and conditions through which
complex behavioral systems are regulated and organized. This approach,
in fact, is relatively recent. Pharmacologists can now begin to make con-
sidered inferences about the role of biochemical changes in maintaining,
enhancing or inhibiting various kinds of learning, remembering and forget-
ting, and various ways of perceiving, reacting and feeling. This develop-
ment, which may or may not be timely in view of the current status of basic
knowledge of the factors which regulate behavior, nevertheless comprises an
approach-psychopharmacology-which embraces a number of biological
sciences and behavioral disciplines. No text adequately introduces or
instructs those interested in current developments. For this reason, the
somewhat loosely organized format of the published symposium for all its
hazards (such as the recording for all time of garrulous ramblings which
are inherent in the informal banter surrounding even scientific discussions)
is nevertheless appropriate.
For the student who wants insight into problem areas under current
investigation in psychopharmacology, this well-edited volume is a fine
introduction, and its scope makes the book indispensable to experts in the
field. Sponsored by the Ciba Foundation, the symposium was to discuss the
limitations and role of animal behavior studies in psychopharmacology, in
an attempt both to evaluate methodology and report new findings. The
participants represent a sampling of expertise in the field and the topics
are relevant: the behavioral analysis of drug action; neurophysiological
and biochemical correlates of behavioral effects; effects of environmental,
genetic, and experiential factors; and consideration of such problems as
extrapolation from animals to man. Many crucial problems, questions and
views are presented and the volume may be recommended not as an
original source but as an excellent entree to characteristic approaches and
problems in psychopharmacological research.
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GENETICS AND MAN. By C. D. Darlington. New York, The Macmillan Co.,
1964. 382 PP. $7.50.
Genetics and Man is a recounting both of how man has discovered heredity,
and how heredity has been used to discover man. The first half of the book
is a delightfully literate history of the progression of ideas about genetics.
The second half represents a more personal interpretation of human
behavior and society in genetic terms, and ranges from human love and
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